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POETRY

QUESTION 1

SECTION A

1.1 All citizens  in all countries  who act / behave the way the State wants them to 
act / behave (3)

1.2 1.2.1 "modern" saint  and "old-fashioned" saint (2)
1.2.2 "old-fashioned" saint = someone who leads a pure, holy life dedicated to 

God 
"modern" saint = someone who serves the State (4)

1.2.3 The State (1)

1.3 When his Union called a strike  he went on strike . (2)

1.4 1.4.1 Hire purchase / buying something on credit 2/0 (2)
1.4.2 He used the instalment plan to buy everything he needed. (2)

1.5 Opinions that the State decides  are fashionable (2)

1.6 Happiness  and freedom (2)

1.7 A spokesman for the State (1)

1.8 NO, they don't even know his name / know nothing personal about him 2/0 (2)

1.9 Creatures that frighten young children 2/0 (2)

1.10 comfort (1)

1.11 Make him addicted to drugs  deceive him with lies (2)

1.12 1.12.1 "rehearse", "parts", "cues" ALL for (1)
1.12.2 He wants advice  on how to act / behave in certain situations (2)

1.13 Climbing high mountains / drowning in the sea / getting lost in the desert (Any 2) (2)

1.14 1.14.1 deadly machine (1)
1.14.2 He will be forced to become as cruel / unfeeling as a dangerous / deadly 

machine 2/0 (2)
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TOTAL FOR SECTION A: [40]

QUESTION 2
MARU – Bessie Head

1.15 Not to let others take away his strength of mind 
Not to waste his life (4)

2.1 The people of Dilepe are prisoners / caught up in racism / prejudice /. (4)
They are trapped and therefore dangerous. 

2.2 Peace / contentment (1)

2.3 2.3.1 Racism / prejudice (1)
2.3.2 No.  As long as man exists, there will be discrimination. Man will never 

be equal because of social classes / prejudice.  This world will never be 
rid of evil / corruption / hatred. A utopia is but a dream. (4 ideas) (4)

2.4 Positive (any 2):  has intuition / is peaceful / placid / open-minded / does not 
want to be a hypocrite / false / is a strong leader / is sensitive / creative / 
humble / wants change

Negative (any 2): is selfish / self-centered / manipulative / jealous / possessive / 
insensitive / cunning / deceitful / callous / uncompromising / abuses his power 
or position over people. 2x2=(4)

2.5 He is afraid that one day Moleka will come to Maru and take Margaret away. (3)

2.6 Dikeledi (1)

2.7 2.7.1 "... like the mad dog of the village..." (1)
2.7.2 Margaret was treated like an outcast / cruelly / hurtfully. (2)

2.8 Maru says Moleka could never have handled people making fun of their 
marriage / wanting to hurt her / would have been embarrassed having her as 
his wife.  This would have destroyed Margaret / would not have been able to 
deal with the prejudice (4)

2.9 Their love for Margaret separates them, they hate each other / want to kill each 
other. (2)

2.10 He compares a busy / public political life to a busy highway. (2 or 0) (2)

2.11 A quiet / tranquil / private / peaceful life away from Dilepe. (2)

2.12 A (hypocrites) (1)
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QUESTION 3
JULIUS CAESAR

or

2.13 It is easier for them to think of him as dead and forget him. 

OR

It is final – they can finally forget about him. (2)

2.14 2.14.1 Racism / prejudice / stereotyping (1)
2.14.2 Batswana (1)
2.14.3 Pride / dignity / self-esteem? (1)

2.15 If you oppress people, they will sooner or later revolt and this can result in a lot 
of lives lost / pain / suffering. (3)

3.1 nervous, sad, depressed, angry, guilty (Any one) (2)

3.2 To make the crowd emotional, angry. (2)

3.3 3.3.1 They are pro-Brutus (2)
3.3.2 They are satisfied with the reasons Brutus gave them for killing 

Caesar. (2)
3.3.3 “bring him home into his house”

“Give him a statue with his ancestors”
“Let him be Caesar”
“Live Brutus! live Brutus!” (Any one) (2)

3.4 A tyrant is a bad, cruel, undemocratic leader. 

A leader who leads harshly and is insensitive to the needs of his subjects (2)

3.5 3.5.1 - That Caesar brought spoils that helped develop Rome
- That Caesar refused the crown three times
- That Caesar gave the people money (the will) parks, orchards (Any two) (4)

3.5.2 - The crowd turned against them, burning their homes. 
- The crowd chased them out of Rome. (4)

3.6 That he is a good speaker, is able to steal people's hearts in his speech (2)

3.7 He swayed the crowd in his favour and the crowd turned against the 
conspirators. He made the crowd emotional, running amok, destroying 
everything in their sight. (2+2) (4)

SECTION C
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QUESTION 4
MACBETH

3.8 Brutus and Cassius are a team, leading the conspirators. (2)
Antony and Octavius are fighting against the conspirators, avenging Caesar's 
death.   (Choose any one answer)

3.9 D - Disagreement (2)

3.10 “your teeth like apes”
“Fawned like hounds”
“like a cur” (Any two) (2)

3.11 Someone acting disloyally towards his leader (2)

3.12 - Octavius is like a war machine, his interest is in seeing fighting taking place. 
- He is not interested in discussions. (Any one) (2)

3.13 -They pretended to be, friends with Caesar, coming to fetch him to the Capitol, 
knowing full well their intention was to kill him. 
- They pretended to be concerned with Mettelus, Cimber's brother, whereas 
their intention was to get nearer to Caesar and kill him.

- Using flattering names like “Great Caesar”, “Mighty Caesar”, which were 
meant to deceive Caesar.  (Any two) (4)

4.1 The promise / prediction of the witches  that Macbeth will be king (2)

4.2 To tell her of his meeting with the witches OR 
to tell her that he will be king (2)

4.3 They love each other dearly (2)

4.4 intends / plans (1)

4.5 The day will never come  when Duncan  will leave their castle alive . (3)

4.6 surprise / fear (Any one) (1)

4.7 4.7.1 To deceive / mislead those around you 
you must appear innocent . (2)

4.7.2 Have a friendly expression on his face 
Make welcoming gestures with his hands 
Speak friendly / welcoming words (3)

4.7.3 Simile (1)
4.7.4 Macbeth must appear to be harmless  to hide the evil thoughts in his 

mind . (2)
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QUESTION 5
FOCUS

4.8 Make preparations for his stay, i.e. place to sleep, food, etc.  plan the murder (2)

4.9 Duncan's murder (1)

4.10 False "We will speak further" 2/0 (2)

4.11 Duncan is dead. (1)

4.12 Their hands & faces were smeared with blood .
Their daggers were smeared with blood . (2)

4.13 They are dead. (1)

4.14 His love for Duncan 
made him act  before he could think . (3)

4.15 Yes.  She has had a very emotional / stressful night OR 
She is shocked when she hears that Macbeth has killed the servants.

No.  She pretends to faint to draw the attention away from Macbeth and the 
fact that he killed the servants. (3)

4.16 4.16.1 To flee to different places (1)
4.16.2 They fear Duncan's murderer will attempt to kill them too. (2)

4.17 Pretends to be so angry / upset  when he sees the servants who murdered 
Duncan  that he kills them (3)

5.1 Jealousy, competition (Only one) (2)

5.2 Kerneel's son, the man driving the railway bus. (Only one) (2)

5.3 5.3.1 “great iron beast”, “roar”, “the monster”, “bellowed”, “underbelly” (Only three) (2)
5.3.2 “bellowed” (2)
5.3.3 The railway bus sounds and looks huge, frightening, uncontrollable (Any 2) (2)

5.4 The South African Railways and Harbours (1)

5.5 His son knew all about the new technology (handling railway buses). (2)
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QUESTION 6
STORIES SOUTH AFRICAN

5.6 D - He should be proud of his son. (2)

5.7 A car (2)

5.8 Plymouth Brethren were famous, good people.
- Plymouth Rock were good quality chickens. (4)

5.9 He does not ask for help from Snowy / does not indicate that he cannot drive. (2)

5.10 Summit (2)

5.11 5.11.1 Hob-nailed boots, rubber boots, a rope (3)
5.12.2 They would be dangerous for his shoulder / They would injure his 

shoulder. (2)

5.12 Bryant is going to use it to hoist him up. (2)

5.13 They think that the Peak has never been climbed before. (2)

5.14 It gives us the sense of danger or difficulty that is confronting the climbers. (2)

5.15 The peak has been climbed. / There is evidence of a Khoi-San relic that 
indicated they had been there. (Any one) (2)

5.16 C – Determination to share victory (2)

6.1 Comfortable / cosy / lazy / easy (1)

6.2 Hard work (not labour) (2)

6.3 Fat / well - nourished / a double chin / fat stomach (Any 2) (2)

6.4 A person who is married to more than one person (2)

6.5 A bride price given to the parents of a man's prospective wife. (3)

6.6 False. "... sham battle ..." (2)

Virgin Peak

Roppie
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6.7 He was getting more greedy / could never satisfy his appetite / His health 
started to deteriorate / his heart / bowels / arteries / his being too fat. / His blood 
pressure was too high. (Any 2) (2)

6.8 6.8.1 “the prisoner” / “the lip of the clock” (1)
6.8.2 Roppie is compared to a prisoner being locked in / freedom taken away /

movement inhibited / the dock is like a mouth that has a lip (or similar). (3)

6.9 Roppie would be shot to save him from suffering. (2)

6.10 The world / life is unfair / unjust / A man without children / had a very large 
inheritance to pass on and a man with three sons has nothing / life is 
sometimes cruel (Any 4) (2)

6.11 “no end of goods” / “ an inch of land” (1)

6.12 A (being bitter) (1)

6.13 A (metaphor) (1)

6.14 Love / money / possessions / clothes / a pretty dress / hat / comfortable
furniture / going / eating out (Any 2) NOT 'comforts' (2)

6.15 "Out of all your thousands of morgen of land, you get only a few square feet 
today". (2)

6.16 Marrying Ellie / being manager of the farm / living in the old house / a better life 
(Any 2). (2)

6.17 Loneliness / Insecurity (1)

6.18 The Monkey / Antonie (1)

6.19 He would belong to Sienie Potgieter. (1)

6.20 All the land / farms would be his / his children would get a good education /
money (Any 2) (2)

6.21 Killing Sienie (2)

6.22 She dies of a stroke. / Ellie suffocates Sienie. (2)
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